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Abstract—Understanding the intentions of drivers at intersec-
tions is a critical component for autonomous vehicles. Urban
intersections that do not have traffic signals are a common
epicentre of highly variable vehicle movement and interactions.
We present a method for predicting driver intent at urban
intersections through multi-modal trajectory prediction with
uncertainty. Our method is based on recurrent neural networks
combined with a mixture density network output layer. To
consolidate the multi-modal nature of the output probability
distribution, we introduce a clustering algorithm that extracts the
set of possible paths that exist in the prediction output, and ranks
them according to likelihood. To verify the method’s performance
and generalizability, we present a real-world dataset that consists
of over 23,000 vehicles traversing five different intersections,
collected using a vehicle mounted Lidar based tracking system.
An array of metrics is used to demonstrate the performance of
the model against several baselines.
Index Terms—trajectory prediction, intersection assistance,
mixture density networks, recurrent neural network
I. INTRODUCTION
DRIVING vehicles is a highly skilled task that requiresextensive understanding of the intentions of other road
users. This knowledge allows drivers to safely navigate an
area through other traffic. While this may become second
nature to an experienced human driver, properly understanding
the intentions of other drivers is still an unsolved problem
for Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS), and by
extension, autonomous vehicles. Moreover, this problem is
studied extensively on highways with datasets such as NGSIM
US 101 and I 80 [1], or on highly structured intersections
with multiple lanes and traffic lights. There is little focus
on smaller, neighborhood intersections that commonly do
not have signals, or even proper road paint. Being able to
safely navigate these highly dynamic scenarios is equally
as critical for autonomous vehicles to function properly. A
significant proportion of accidents occur at intersections, of
which 84% can be attributed to either recognition or decision
error of a driver [2]. In this paper we propose a method for
predicting a driver’s intention with uncertainty, which produces
a multi-modal output distribution over the predicted path a
driver may take, as shown in Figure 1. This is important as
considering uncertainty is critical for autonomous vehicles to
make an informed decision, and the multi-modal nature of
the output matches the multi-modal nature of intersections.
In an intersection, there may be multiple paths to take, but
the average of two solutions may not be a valid solution.
Therefore proposing multiple paths a vehicle may take and
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Fig. 1. Predictions of the next 5 seconds after a vehicle has entered an
intersection. Here, each mode of the output is shown as a path in white, and
the probabilities as a heatmap. The 0.5 seconds of observation data are shown
in green, and the ground truth is in blue.
ranking them allows for a better representation of a vehicle’s
predicted intention.
The following contributions are presented in this paper:
• We present a model that produces a multi-modal path
prediction with uncertainty, and is clustered into a mean-
ingful output.
• Real-world, real-time - Unlike many works that use the
NGSIM dataset, we do not filter the input data at all, and
so all data taken at time t does not rely on data taken at
time t++ for filtering or analysis. The data was collected
with a Lidar enabled vehicle as opposed to an overhead
camera, and so it includes all data tracking noise, and
mimicking the perspective issues of a vehicle driving
through the scene.
• Minimal map knowledge - While it is necessary for the
vehicle to know it is approaching a roundabout, it does
not need high definition maps for the algorithm to work.
• Generalizable across intersections - We demonstrate that
this model generalizes between similar sized intersections
by using a dataset that spans multiple intersections.
• Large, naturalistic dataset - We present a dataset that
accumulates over 60 hours of vehicle data of naturalistic
human drivers traversing five different roundabout style
intersections in Sydney. To the author’s knowledge, this is
the largest dataset of unsignalized intersections publicly
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2available, and can be downloaded at: http://its.acfr.usyd.
edu.au/datasets/
The remainder of the paper is outlined as follows: Section
II presents related work. The problem is formally defined
in Section III, which includes describing the intersection,
the frame of reference of the data, and the testing method.
The proposed algorithm is described in Section IV, including
the network style and output clustering. The experiments are
described in Section V, including the dataset and how it was
collected. Finally, the results and conclusions are presented in
Sections VI and VII.
II. RELATED WORK
There has been significant work in the area of predicting
human driver intention, as it is critical for autonomous vehicles
to co-exist on roads with human drivers. This problem can
be formulated in multiple ways, and there are a number of
different approaches taken in the literature. These can be
loosely grouped into maneuver based models, path prediction
models, and interaction aware models.
Maneuver based models are those that predict the intention
of a driver by classifying intention into a known set of groups,
which can include lane changing, stopping, and turns at an
intersection. Once the maneuver has been predicted, the vehi-
cle’s trajectory can be assumed to match that of the particular
maneuver. There have been several approaches to this problem
recently, with the use of Support Vector Machines [3], Hidden
Markov Models [4], and Bayesian Networks [5]. The author’s
previous work [6] demonstrates the classifying accuracy of
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) given data from a Lidar
based smart vehicle at an unsignalized intersection. Wheeler
et al [7] demonstrate the classification accuracy of LSTMs
at multi-lane, signalized intersections with dedicated turning
lanes, as in the NGSIM Lankershim and Peachtree datasets.
Path prediction models attempt to produce a future trajec-
tory of the vehicle given some data on the vehicle’s past.
Often, physical based kinematic or dynamic models are used
in conjunction with Switching Kalman Filters [8], Monte Carlo
Simulations [9], or Variational Gaussian Mixture Models [10].
These methods will output a single prediction proposal, and
give a measure of uncertainty. A maneuver recognition system
can be combined with a Gaussian Process based path predictor
to allow multi-modal prediction [11].
The previous methods only attempt to explain the movement
of the target vehicle around traffic infrastructure, without any
knowledge of the neighboring vehicles, or how they interact.
Interaction aware models address this problem by incorporat-
ing movement, and sometimes prediction of the surrounding
vehicles in the scene. Recently, there has been work in this
area with a focus on vehicles on highways using processed
visual data of surrounding vehicles [12], radar data [13] or
simulated Lidar returns of surround vehicles [14]. Models
such as those presented by Lee et al [15] or Schmerling et
al [16] that use a Conditional Variational Autoencoder will
produce a prediction without uncertainty, but the model may
be sampled many times to produce multiple predictions, which
may be combined to estimate uncertainty. Real world data for
this problem is sparse, as while it is easy to capture vehicles
in a scene, it is very difficult to guarantee that the dataset
encompasses all the vehicles that the target vehicle interacts
with. Given the similarities of predicting drivers to predicting
pedestrian movement, Lee et al [15] demonstrate their results
on driving sequences taken from the KITTI Dataset, and
pedestrian sequences taken from the Stanford Drone dataset
[17], as it is an unobstructed overhead camera view.
Other works have instead chosen to model interactions
through a simulator to capture the actions of human drivers
[16]. Validating the use of simulators is difficult when mod-
eling real-world scenarios that involve risk as there is no
equivalent risk present in the simulator [18].
A commonly used dataset for this work is the NGSIM
highway datasets, US-101 and I-80. This dataset was collected
in 2005 using multiple overhead cameras observing sections of
highway. This data was taken over three sections of 15 minutes
each and contains trajectories of roughly 5000 vehicles. Visual
tracking techniques were used to extract vehicles trajectories
from the image data at a rate of 10Hz. Given the nature of
tracking vehicles from a distant camera, the data suffers from
considerable tracking noise [19], and even with aggressive
filtering and correction techniques, significant problems still
exist such as multiple collisions [20] that do not exist in
the real-world sample. We overcome these limitations with
a modern data collection vehicle, as later described in Section
V-A.
Very recently there has been a focus on using deep learning
to solve this problem, namely using recurrent neural networks
(RNNs). This network style has been shown to be particularly
useful for maneuver classification, with Phillips et. al [7]
using the Lankershim and Peachtree datasets to predict the
turn a driver will take at a multi lane intersection based
on surrounding vehicles, lateral lane position, which lane a
vehicle is in, and legal turns that can be made from said
lane. A similar technique can also be applied to smaller single
lane intersection without signals based on vehicle location and
speed [21].
Given the recurrent nature of RNNs, they have been shown
to work with sequence generation quite effectively, including
handwriting, text generation [22], and freehand drawings [23].
The model is given a snippet of history that ends at time t, and
then the model is trained to produce a predictive distribution
over t+1. To generate longer sequences, a single sample from
the prediction distribution is taken, and fed into the model
again in a feed-forward fashion to generate a trajectory as
long as desired.
This technique has been used to predict pedestrian inten-
tion, as this movement is very non-linear and is significantly
influenced by the movement of surrounding pedestrians. A
model that incorporates a ‘social-pooling’ layer to explain this
interaction is presented by Alahi et. al [24], which produces a
path proposal with uncertainty. A similar technique is proposed
by Pfeiffer et al [25], however they only use the RNNs to
encode the history information, and choose to use a fully
connected layer to output a set of velocities that represent the
predicted path. Recently this technique has been extended to
predicting the trajectory of vehicles on US highway 101 and
interstate 80 in the NGSIM dataset. Deo et al [26] use social
pooling layers to encode data about surrounding vehicles on
a highway, and predict various path proposals based on a
maneuver classification.
3While the highway problem is highly studied, there is less
focus on intersections, which account for a significant pro-
portion of accidents — around 40% [2]. Intersection datasets
include the Ko-PER project, but this is taken from an overhead
perspective to simulate smart infrastructure [27]. As previously
mentioned, NGSIM dataset Lankershim and Peachtree are also
often used, and this is data collected from an overhead camera
passed through a tracking algorithm. For data that is taken
onboard a vehicle, it is common to take data annotations from
KITTI and use that in lieu of an actual tracking algorithm, fur-
ther abstracting the solution away from a practicable pipeline
[28]. Most of this data is of a structured intersection with
easily visible lane markings, and traffic signals, and there is
little focus on unstructured, unsignalized settings.
III. PROBLEM DEFINITION
While there has been a large focus for driver behaviour
in structured environments, namely those with strictly defined
lanes and with traffic signals, there is significantly less focus
on unsignalized road scenes. These urban areas commonly do
not have road infrastructure to enforce strict behaviour and
ordering of vehicles, such as traffic lights or turning lanes.
As such, there is a wide range of driving styles that a driver
may exhibit when traversing intersections, which significantly
increases the complexity of the problem. Given the non-
linear trajectory behaviour that exists at intersections, standard
physical-model based tracking methods fail very quickly.
A. Data Definition
To study unsignalized urban intersections, we collected a
real-world dataset of vehicles passing though several dif-
ferent roundabouts in Sydney, Australia as outlined later
in Section V-A. The data consists of vehicle tracks, V =
[V1, V2, V3, ..., Vn] where each track in V contains the whole
history of positions in lateral and longitudinal coordinates, as
well as heading and velocity. These tracks are then split into
all possible snippets for a given sequence length. Our goal
for this problem is to predict a probabilistic estimate Yˆ of
the future path of the vehicle Y given a short observation
sequence X, where:
Xt = [xt−h+1,xt−h+2,xt−h+3, ...,xt]
xt = [xt, yt, vt, θt]
Y = [yt+1,yt+2,yt+3, ...,yp]
yt = [xt, yt]
Here, X is the collection of all observations for a particular
track snippet leading up to time t, x and y are absolute
co-ordinates in meters with respect to the intersection, v is
the vehicle’s velocity, θ is the vehicle’s orientation, Y is the
collection of the future track after time t of length p and is
the ground truth, and Yˆ is the probability estimate over Y.
An interesting property of a roundabout is that the time
a vehicle is present on a roundabout is influenced by the
maneuver that vehicle is performing, that is to say left turns
are significantly shorter in distance and time than right turns.
This means that no one fixed prediction time horizon p can
properly represent the path a vehicle may take for all turns.
We implement a padding technique to overcome this, allowing
the shorter tracks to be properly represented when the overall
track length is shorter than h+ p.
Fig. 2. A diagram of a typical single lane urban roundabout. Here, all the
recordings are normalized such that each vehicle enters from the bottom of
the diagram. The intersection entrance line is the black line the vehicle crosses
when entering an intersection, in the lower half of this diagram. The origin
of the coordinate frame is marked in the lower section of the diagram.
B. Frame of Reference
Each of the observed vehicles needs to be shifted into a
common frame of reference for a prediction algorithm to
function properly. The reference frame for this data is such
that the origin lies at the centre of the approach road, which
is generally where a ‘give way’ sign is placed to mark the
intersection. Each vehicle begins traveling upwards, from the
bottom of the frame towards the origin. This alignment allows
for a common reference for all observed vehicles, and remains
in Cartesian coordinates. Frenet coordinates were not used as
there are no clear lane markings, and the distinction between
the entrance lane and the centre, circular lane is ambiguous.
C. Testing
A full track of a vehicle consists of data during the approach
of the vehicle to the roundabout, data when the vehicle is
traversing the roundabout, and data after the vehicle has left
the roundabout. If the chosen track snippet time t is after
the vehicle has left the roundabout, predicting their intent has
become trivial as their intent has already been demonstrated.
If the snippet contains observations X that are well before
the vehicle has approached the intersection, the driver of the
observed vehicle may not have even decided which direction
they will turn, which makes accurate intention prediction
impossible. In this way, the problem becomes easier over time
as there is a gradient of difficulty that exists from impossible to
trivial. To rectify this, when the models are tested and scored
only the track snippet where xt lies at the intersection entrance
is used. The intersection entrance line is the line of which,
if the vehicle crosses it must commit to passing through the
intersection. It is possible that vehicles have stopped before
this line to give way to vehicles already on the roundabout,
before entering the intersection. In this way the set of data fed
into the network is data during the approach, and the model
4Fig. 3. The architecture of the Recurrent Neural Network that depicts how
the system recurses forward, and the output layers for the mixture density
network. Note that at each time-step the data is downsampled and upsampled
such that the output of the network is in real-world units, in this case meters.
Two data input methods may be used at prediction time. The method used for
RNN-FF is such that single random sample is be drawn from the posterior
distribution and used as the input for the next time step, as shown as a dashed
line. The second method, used in RNN-ZF is to simply feed zeros to the
network instead of a single sample.
is used to predict the trajectory of the vehicle as it traverses
the roundabout.
IV. MODEL
The proposed model is based around a Recurrent Neural
Network (RNN). This is a style of neural network that has
a copy of the network for each time-step of the input data,
and these networks are chained together to form a sequence.
This allows the network to be dynamic - it can take input, and
produce output of arbitrary sequence lengths. This makes this
type of network ideal for time-series data, as the sequential
nature of the network matches that of the sequential nature of
the input data. To solve the multi-modal nature of the data,
a Mixture Density Network (MDN) is used, allowing for a
probabilistic output. The loss function for this then becomes
the likelihood that the ground truth could be sampled from the
output probability density. The output mixtures of the network
are then consolidated through a clustering technique.
A. Architecture
The core architecture of the network presented in this
paper is similar to the Recurrent Neural Network architecture
found in the handwriting generation of Graves [22], and the
pedestrian path prediction of Alahi et. al [24]. These networks
are constructed of a recurrent neural network, a type of
network that is suited for analysis of sequential data that is
in discrete steps, such as logged sensor data. The network
consists of a copy of the weights of the network for each
timestep, where each of the recurrent portions of the cells may
take input from the previous timestep’s recurrent cell, and from
the new observation data that is fed into the network. Similarly,
the recurrent section of the network has two outputs: a hidden
vector that is passed to the recurrent cell one time-step into the
future, and a traditional output that is passed to further layers
to finally give the model output. The architecture of this can be
seen in Figure 3. This particular network style is described as
an encoder-decoder network, with shared weights. The encoder
refers to the section of the RNN that exists between t−h and
t, the observation stage. The decoder refers to the section of
the architecture that exists in prediction time; it is the part of
the network that generates a path prediction.
Many of these models are trained using a history of past
movement, and then used to predict only one time-step in
advance, which is then compared to ground truth to generate
a loss for training. At inference time, a single sample is taken,
which is then passed into a recurrence of the network at the
next ‘true sample’. This feedforward technique is used for
generating a whole track. This is in contrast to the model
presented in this paper, where a full prediction is generated
at training time, and used for loss. We compare three training
techniques in the results section: using t+1 loss only, sam-
pling and feedforward for the whole prediction sequence, and
feeding zeros and still predicting the whole output sequence.
These are explained in more detail in Section IV-D.
B. Model Output
1) Dynamic Data Scaling: For a neural network to function
properly, the input data should be normalized. This is also true
of most statistical techniques, and is usually done once during
the data preprocessing step. For easier integration into real-
world data, we have chosen to implement this as the very
first network layer, with weights and biases that are fixed in
the model as the normalization parameters. The final output is
then scaled back to real-world units using the same parameters.
These parameters are generated using the training data only,
and saved with the network. Thus the input to the network is
xt and the output of the network is yˆt, where:
xt =
xt − µx
σx
(1)
The values for µx and σx are determined for each element in
x in the training set, and then are fixed as the first layer of
the network.
2) Sequence Length Padding: As mentioned in Section
III-A, the output data is not all the same length, as vehicles
turning left exit the scene much faster than those traveling
straight or turning right, so naturally the sequence length is
shorter. As such we cannot nominate the network to run for N
number of steps and appropriate a meaningful output, as there
may not be ground truth data to compare to. To alleviate this
problem, we introduce a padding logit, to allow the network
to nominate whether the vehicle has left the intersection, and
the rest is padding data. The data used during padding is the
last known position of the vehicle. This prevents the network
from over-fitting later elements in the prediction sequence to
those that only exist in longer sequences, i.e. right turns.
3) Mixture Density Network: Ideally we would like to
predict the single most likely outcome, leading to a regression
based approach. This does not work well as there are several
distinct solutions, all of which may have some level of
likelihood, but the average of these solutions is not another
solution. So, a Mixture Density Network output layer can be
used to allow a network to propose multiple solutions, and
produce relative likelihoods between them. This is achieved
5via a weighted mixture of Gaussian distributions, thereby
creating a Gaussian Mixture Model.
The output, yˆ of the network is then used to produce MDN
parameters as follows:
yˆt =
(
pˆt, {pˆijt , µˆjt , σˆjt , ρˆjt}Mj=1
)
(2)
Here the mean µt and standard deviation σt are two dimen-
sional vectors that exist over the parameters in yt = [xt, yt]
while the others are scalar, with p being the probability of this
timestep being padding, pi being the weight of each density in
the mixture and ρ being the correlation coefficient.
pt =
1
1 + exp (pˆt)
=⇒ pt ∈ (0, 1) (3)
(4)
pijt =
exp
(
pˆijt
)
∑M
j′=1 exp
(
pˆij
′
t
) =⇒ pijt ∈ (0, 1), ∑
j
pijt = 1
(5)
µjt = µˆ
j
t − µs =⇒ µjt ∈ R (6)
σjt =
exp
(
σˆjt
)
σs
=⇒ σjt > 0 (7)
ρjt = tanh(ρˆ
j
t ) =⇒ ρjt ∈ (−1, 1) (8)
The probability density Pr(xt+1|yt) of the next input xt+1
given the output vector yt is defined as follows:
Pr(xt+1|yt) =
M∑
j=1
pijt N (xt+1|µjt , σjt , ρjt ) (9)
where
N (x|µ, σ, ρ) = 1
2piσ1σ2
√
1− ρ2 exp
[ −Z
2(1− ρ2)
]
(10)
with
Z =
(x1 − µ1)2
σ21
+
(x2 − µ2)2
σ22
− 2ρ(x1 − µ1)(x2 − µ2)
σ1σ2
(11)
4) Loss: The loss for the MDN reconstruction is then the
likelihood that the ground truth could be sampled from the
output MDN distribution. A cross entropy loss is used for the
padding output pˆ, against the ground truth g. The final loss
is then a combination of the the padding cross entropy (CE)
loss, and the negative log likelihood loss:
L(x)CE = −(g log (gˆ) + (1− g) log (1− gˆ)) (12)
L(x)MDN =
− log
∑
j
pijtN (xt+1|µjt , σjt , ρjt )
{
1 if g = 0
β otherwise
 (13)
L(x) =
T∑
t=1
(L(x)MDN + αL(x)CE) (14)
where µs and σs are the mean and standard deviation
of each dimension of the training data, and α and β are
hyperparameters used to balance the two loss functions. The
parameter β is non-zero to promote the network to nominate
the last known predicted position of a vehicle before the
vehicle exited the scene.
During feedforward sampling, the final two parameters in
x: v and θ can be determined via computing the magnitude
and orientation of the vector between xt and xt−1.
Given the strong multi-modal nature of the data, we found
that the model started to ignore inputs during the feedforward
stage. Once the output splits into multiple distinct possibilities,
randomly sampling from the posterior produced a vehicle that
effectively exists in two places at once, with an impossibly
high velocity. As this phenomenon obviously isn’t physically
possible, it does not exist in the dataset, and so the model
eventually ignores the feedforward input. To confirm the model
does ignore the feedforward sample, we compare a single
sample feedforward network with a network fed with only
zeros during prediction time.
C. Output Consolidation
The model by nature is a mixture of Gaussians, and these
Gaussians often do not converge to the same solution, nor are
they completely separate from each other. This is represen-
tative of the problem, as there are only a limited number of
maneuvers possible at an intersection. Given the large number
of output densities, there needs to be a clustering algorithm
to consolidate the output and present it in a succinct and
meaningful representation.
Algorithm 1 MultiPAC
1: Ignore all mixes with pi < (τ/nmixes)
2: Run DBSCAN on mix centroids for each timestep
3: Declare nodes for each of the cluster outputs from DB-
SCAN
4: Construct a tree from these nodes
5: Declare the centroid of each node as the member’s average
in x and y weighted by pi
6: Assign children to the closest parent based on euclidean
distances of centroids
7: Return a list of all paths from leaf to root. These are the
multiple modes of the model
The presented clustering technique, the multiple prediction
adaptive clustering algorithm (Multi-PAC), is presented in
Algorithm 1. It groups all the possible outputs into paths, and
ranks them according to their assigned probability. To do this,
less meaningful mixes are first ignored, where their assigned
weight is less than a threshold t. Then, DBSCAN [29] is run to
group mixes together into several larger clusters. The centroids
of these clusters are generated by finding the weighted average
centre of all the Gaussians in a group. These groups can then
be assigned as nodes. Afterwards, a tree can be constructed
where the depth of each node is fixed to the timestep of that
node, and children are assigned to the closest parent. The final
output of this algorithm is the path from each leaf to the root,
which correlates to each mode of the multimodal output. All
the paths are ranked in order of relative weight:
∑
path pi.
6This prevents the algorithm from being fixed to only present
a specific number of solutions.
D. Proposed Models
The following are the architectures tested:
• RNN-FF RNN Feed Forward - The model described in
Section IV is presented, where a single sample is taken
from the output distribution and used as input for the
next time-step. This is also done at training time, and
the whole ground truth is used to generate the loss. As
there is random sampling during training, the gradients do
not propagate through the sampler, but they do propagate
through the recurrent layers of the RNN.
• RNN-ZF RNN Zero Feed - The model described in
Section IV is presented, where only zeros are used as
input for the next time-step during path generation. This
is also done at training time, and the whole ground truth
is used to generate the loss.
• RNN-FL RNN First Loss - The decoder is only run for
one time-step, and such the loss is only generated for t+1.
This is the training method used for previous MDN based
sequence to sequence tasks in works such as handwriting
prediction [22].
V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
This section describes the methodology used for testing the
algorithm, the data used for collection, and works used for
comparisons.
A. Dataset Description
Roundabouts were chosen as the case study for this work.
These small, unsignalized intersections involve highly variable
maneuvers and are significantly more complex than the vehicle
maneuvers that occur on highways and other structured envi-
ronments. A dataset sufficient to study these aspects is not
publicly available, and so collection of data was necessary.
Note that the data used in this is an expansion of the data
used in the author’s previous work. It now includes multiple
intersections that allow for proof of algorithm generalizability
across similar styles of intersection. The data used in this work
can be downloaded at: http://its.acfr.usyd.edu.au/datasets/
1) Data Collection: The vehicle used to collect the data
was outfitted with an ibeo.HAD Feature Fusion system [30]
that provides real time detection, classification, and tracking
of road users based off of Lidar measurements. The Lidars
used are 4 beam ibeo LUX units with a field of view of 110
degrees, range of 200 metres and a recording frequency of
25 Hz. Six of these units are fitted around the bumpers of
the vehicle for a complete view of the vehicle’s surroundings.
This vehicle can be seen in Figure 4.
The dataset used in this work was collected from 5 different
roundabouts from various locations around Sydney suburbs,
and are shown in Figure 5. Each of the roundabouts were cho-
sen as typical roundabouts in Sydney suburbs, with relatively
high traffic throughput. These particular roundabouts were se-
lected as they have an approximate balance of traffic between
all roads in the intersection. It is common for a roundabout to
have a very infrequently used road, or are merely T junctions
Fig. 4. The vehicle used for data collection. This vehicle is outfitted with
and ibeo.HAD Feature Fusion System that provides real-time detection and
tracking of road users, using sensor data from six, four beam Lidars.
and not a four way intersection. The particular construction of
the chosen roundabouts also allow for an unobstructed view
from a vehicle near the intersection. Each recording was taken
over approximately 14 hours, to capture both the morning
and afternoon peaks, as this accounted for the majority of
traffic across the day. Cars entering the intersection from
the approach the recording vehicle was parked on, and those
approaching from directly opposite the intersection were used,
as the recording vehicle had significant (50 metres +) visibility
down both of these roads. The ‘Leith-Croydon’ dataset from
the authors previous work was included, but note that vehicles
approaching from the East were omitted because of lesser
visibility down that approach from where the recording vehicle
was parked. The vehicle was parked at the first available park
when leaving the roundabout. This allows the recording to
emulate the visibility, and possible occlusions of a vehicle
approaching the roundabout from the same direction. The
recording vehicle was not parked on the entrance side of
the roundabout as this would lead to the target vehicle being
occluded by another vehicle entering the roundabout before
the target vehicle left the roundabout, leading to poor results.
2) Data Wrangling and Import: For result classification
purposes, each recorded vehicle track is labeled as to its
intersection entrance and exit, and therefore its maneuver is
labeled as one in the set of [left, straight, right, u-turn]. In this
way only the bounding boxes of the intersection entrances
and exits are labeled, and the tracks are labeled as to which
bounding box they pass through. The set of u-turns were not
considered in the results, as they are exceedingly rare.
3) Data Summary: The overall class split for each of the
five intersections can be found in Table I. The intersection
’Oliver-Wyndora’ was used for the test dataset, as it has the
largest amount of samples in the smallest class for a four-
way intersection. Using a whole intersection for the test set
demonstrates the generalizability of the proposed method, as
the test dataset is completely unseen during training.
B. Model Training
The model was trained on every possible snippet of input
data, and the training dataset was balanced for each destination
class using an oversampling technique. The hyper-parameters
were tuned using grid search. A Bayesian optimiser was also
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Fig. 5. Satellite views of each of the five roundabouts in the dataset: Queen-Hanks 5a, Leith-Croydon 5b, Roslyn-Crieff 5c, Orchard-Mitchell 5d, and 5e
Oliver-Wyndora. Here only the two entrances that are most visible from the data collection vehicle are used, and these are shown via a blue arrow. The origin
of the reference frame for each approach is depicted via black arrows. The red square is where the data collection vehicle was parked. Note that there is no
lower exit for the Leith-Croydon intersection 5b, so vehicles may travel straight, or turn to use the exit at the upper side of the figure.
TABLE I
SUMMARY OF COLLECTED DATA
Intersection Left Straight Right U-Turn Total
Queen-Hanks 466 5110 155 13 5744
Leith-Croydon 2577 1356 1237 16 5186
Roslyn-Crieff 183 3000 69 10 3262
Orchard-Mitchell 1716 1825 217 10 3768
Oliver-Wyndora 374 5347 222 9 5952
Total 5316 16638 1900 58 23912
used, but did not exceed the results of the grid search. The set
of parameters with the best performance on the validation set
were used, and are as follows. Adam [31] optimization was
used with 0.0005 learning rate that would exponentially decay
over 12 hours to a final value of 0.00001. The network used
a triple stacked hyper LSTM [32] of width 256, batch size of
100, and a rate of 1.0 for α and 10.0 for β in the loss function.
The number of mixtures in the MDN was set to 6. The entire
sequence was sub-sampled by two, such that the sample rate
becomes 12.5 Hz to reduce complexity. The encoder length
was set to 7 time-steps (0.56 seconds) and the decoder was
set to predict for 60 time-steps (4.8 seconds). The parameters
for Multi-PAC are a threshold of 0.5, and DBSCAN was set
to minimum cluster size of 1, eps distance 2 meters. The four
intersections used for training data were split into a 4:1 training
/ validation split, and the model checkpoint used was the one
with the best loss on the validation set. The Tensorflow [33]
library was used for implementation.
C. Metrics
As per Section III-C, the test set data consists of only one
track snippet per vehicle recorded, which is sampled at the
moment the vehicle crosses the intersection entrance. The
results of the proposed algorithm is compared with several
other models. As the algorithm provides multi-modal output,
the track with the highest probability is used, as well as the
track with the most accuracy, to evaluate whether or not the
model has missed the ground truth entirely, resulting in a false
negative.
Commonly used is a measure in euclidean distance, which
we have included. However, this metric will penalize misalign-
ments in time and space equally, that is to say it will penalize
a prediction that may have produced an incorrect speed profile
(but a correct destination) with the same magnitude error as a
prediction with a correct speed, but incorrect destination. This
is especially true for longer (2+ seconds) prediction times. This
is because at a particular time, both of these predictions are
the same distance away from the ground truth. As an incorrect
destination is much worse than predicting the vehicle is a
car-length behind its actual position, we have included the
Modified Hausdorff Distance score the account for this issue.
The metrics used are as follows:
• Total euclidean error sum - The sum of the euclidean
errors between the proposed path and the ground truth,
calculated for every time step.
• Horizon Euclidean error - The euclidean error between
two points taken at the same time horizon, specified
in seconds. The two metric Horizons lengths of 1.2
seconds and 2.8 seconds were chosen as these allow
clear distinction between the left and straight sets, and
the straight and right sets.
• Modified Hausdorff Distance [34] - This metric compares
two tracks by considering the closest point on one line
to every point on the other line. In this way it penalizes
spatial divergence between two lines without penalizing
temporal misalignment.
Most commonly reported is the Mean Average Error of
the tracks. This is not a very good indicator, as it tends to
ignore outliers and does not present the worst case scenario,
especially with large amounts of data. Instead, we also include
the worst 5 % and the worst 1% of scores reported for each
track class to better highlight how these models may fail.
Focusing on the smallest class in the test set, the right turn of
Oliver-Wyndora with 222 samples, we have 11 data samples
for the worst 5% and 2 samples for the worst 1%, which
indicates that our dataset is large enough for these statistics to
have meaning.
D. Baseline Comparisons
The following section describes the models used for com-
parison in the results.
• CV - The vehicle’s velocity is assumed constant for the
entirety of the prediction stage. The most recent 5 time-
steps (0.4 seconds) are averaged and used as the constant
velocity.
• CTRV - The vehicles yaw rate and velocity are assumed
constant.
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CUMULATIVE RESULTS AND RESULTS GROUPED BY VEHICLES TURNING RIGHT
All tracks Right turns only
Metric CTRA CTRV CV GP RNN-FFBest
RNN-FF
Selected
RNN-ZF
Selected
RNN-FL
Selected CTRA CTRV CV GP
RNN-FF
Best
RNN-FF
Selected
RNN-ZF
Selected
RNN-FL
Selected
MHD mean 2.66 2.65 2.04 1.11 0.71 0.83 0.93 6.63 7.34 8.00 7.18 4.56 1.15 1.48 1.51 6.63
MHD worst 5% 7.28 8.25 4.01 3.77 1.76 2.09 2.16 8.04 11.82 11.58 10.67 6.62 2.76 3.78 3.84 8.26
MHD worst 1% 10.36 10.44 9.07 5.79 2.74 5.74 5.95 8.56 18.27 13.55 11.36 7.83 3.34 6.11 6.13 8.57
Euclidean mean 2.94 2.95 2.30 1.45 1.18 1.34 1.45 7.32 9.05 9.84 8.46 5.15 1.90 2.21 2.28 7.17
Euclidean worst 5% 9.13 9.45 5.01 4.43 2.80 3.37 3.80 8.76 14.87 15.84 12.62 7.29 3.80 4.96 5.17 8.90
Euclidean worst 1% 11.58 11.99 10.44 6.57 4.31 6.48 6.58 9.26 20.51 17.92 13.36 8.75 5.13 6.90 6.79 9.13
Horizon 2.8s mean 8.03 7.98 6.34 4.70 3.14 4.00 4.13 13.44 9.76 10.59 8.80 5.76 2.12 3.28 2.96 8.85
Horizon 2.8s worst 5% 17.18 15.79 11.23 9.31 7.77 9.66 9.54 17.28 16.54 18.87 13.86 8.77 5.38 8.49 8.10 10.91
Horizon 2.8s worst 1% 21.64 20.59 14.25 14.00 9.80 13.54 15.00 18.05 21.83 21.91 16.07 11.63 6.89 9.26 8.84 11.22
TABLE III
RESULTS GROUPED BY STRAIGHT AND LEFT TURNING VEHICLES
Straight tracks Left turns only
Metric CTRA CTRV CV GP RNN-FFBest
RNN-FF
Selected
RNN-ZF
Selected
RNN-FL
Selected CTRA CTRV CV GP
RNN-FF
Best
RNN-FF
Selected
RNN-ZF
Selected
RNN-FL
Selected
MHD mean 2.53 2.49 1.79 0.94 0.68 0.78 0.90 6.85 1.71 1.67 2.39 1.41 1.01 1.18 1.04 3.60
MHD worst 5% 5.93 5.50 2.88 2.60 1.48 1.90 1.98 8.04 3.65 3.73 3.61 2.76 2.47 3.05 2.67 4.23
MHD worst 1% 10.24 10.21 4.51 5.07 2.55 5.81 6.07 8.57 5.99 5.28 4.79 4.10 3.27 3.65 3.73 4.59
Euclidean mean 2.75 2.73 2.02 1.29 1.14 1.29 1.42 7.59 1.85 1.79 2.49 1.54 1.41 1.48 1.32 3.76
Euclidean worst 5% 6.99 6.10 3.76 3.35 2.67 3.15 3.70 8.78 4.54 3.94 3.86 3.08 3.40 3.53 3.27 4.43
Euclidean worst 1% 11.08 10.88 5.63 5.64 4.28 6.48 6.60 9.27 6.12 5.61 4.83 4.28 3.89 4.14 4.32 4.96
Horizon 1.2s mean 2.06 2.08 1.50 1.03 1.05 1.17 1.32 7.13 2.25 2.18 3.05 1.85 1.63 1.70 1.36 4.69
Horizon 1.2s worst 5% 4.94 4.81 2.82 2.45 2.25 2.79 3.03 10.55 4.00 3.72 4.49 4.06 5.10 5.28 4.29 7.04
Horizon 1.2s worst 1% 11.81 11.56 4.28 4.33 3.66 4.93 5.82 11.88 9.02 7.69 5.52 5.05 6.12 6.16 5.36 7.81
• CTRA - The vehicles yaw rate and acceleration are
assumed constant.
• GP - A Gaussian process regression model was used to
predict Y given X. Due to memory constraints, only
4000 track snippets could be used for training the model.
These were chosen randomly, as a properly implemented
importance sampling method was not readily available.
The particular implementation of GP regression was the
GPy library [35].
VI. RESULTS
The results are presented in Tables II and III. These are
grouped by the vehicle’s destination to better illustrate how
each method handles vehicles traveling in particular directions,
as well as handling the large class imbalance when considering
all tracks at once. A sample of each class is presented in Figure
6, as well as a failure case.
A. Quantitative Results
The results of the models and the baseline comparisons are
presented in Tables II and III. For the RNN-FF model, the most
likely path is presented, as well as the path with the lowest
error. This highlights whether or not the model had completely
missed the proper prediction, resulting in a false negative. Note
that the horizon time for Table III is 1.2 seconds, as this is
the time for a track where the divergence between vehicles
traveling straight and turning right is apparent. Similarly, a
horizon time of 2.8 seconds was chosen for Table II for
the separation of vehicles turning right and traveling straight
ahead.
The most likely path the RNN-FF model proposed outper-
forms all baselines, especially for vehicles turning either left
or right. One intersecting outlier for this is the MHD results
for the worst 5% and 1% of vehicles turning left. Remember,
the MHD metric penalizes tracks that are dissimilar in space,
but not in time. In these cases, the RNN-FF algorithm has
proposed that the vehicle is making a different turn, and the
prediction differs greatly from the ground truth. Some of the
GP output was the average of two tracks, which was not a
valid direction of travel for this intersection. But given that
its proposal is closer to the ground truth, it scores higher
for this metric, even though the proposed vehicle trajectory
was invalid. Even considering these cases, the best scoring
path the RNN-FF model proposed outperforms any baseline,
demonstrating that the ground truth was contained in the multi-
modal set of predictions, albeit with a lower probability.
B. Qualitative Results
Figure 6 shows the performance of the chosen RNN-FF
model and the baseline models. The multiple paths the RNN
model has predicted are depicted in white, the observations
in green, and the ground truth of the vehicle in blue. The
ground truth spans for about six seconds. Here is where the
multi-modal nature of the output distribution can be clearly
observed. For the vehicle traveling straight, in Figure 6c, there
is still some probability the the vehicle will travel left, and so
the model has produced a second hypothesis to convey this.
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Fig. 6. Results from four different vehicles traveling in different directions: left 6a, right 6b, straight 6c, 6d. Here the output of the RNN-FF network is
shown as a heatmap, and the multi-modal clustered output is shown in white. The baseline models are also depicted. In the final figure 6d, the vehicle has
stopped before entering the intersection, which makes intention prediction very difficult.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Fig. 7. Results of a single vehicle turning right at several different distances traveled past the reference line. The distances are: 7a: -5 metres, 7b: 0 metres,
7c: 5 metres, 7d: 10 metres 7e: 20 metres. This sequence of diagrams demonstrates how the distribution converges to the final solution when enough time
has passed to make the vehicle’s intention obvious.
Note that the most confident prediction is still straight ahead,
which is the correct prediction. This model behaviour can also
be seen in Figure 6a, where a vehicle is turning left. The final
case presented is where a vehicle had come to a complete stop,
which makes for a very difficult prediction. Here the algorithm
produces significant uncertainty for all directions. The amount
of noise that exists in the data can also be seen quite clearly
here, with significant jumps in the ground truth data.
A single vehicle traversing the intersection can be observed
in Figure 7. When a vehicle is far from the intersection, the
driver has not yet committed to taking any particular maneuver
at the intersection. In this case, all maneuvers are possible, and
the prediction algorithm suggests three possible paths, seen in
Figure 7a.
Once the driver enters the intersection, it is traveling too
quickly for a left turn to be feasible, and the algorithm weights
the right turn more heavily, seen in Figure 7b. The model
shows stronger confidence in a right turn after the vehicle
has traveled 10 metres past the intersection entrance, depicted
in Figure 7c. As this test data is on a completely different
intersection than those in the training set, misalignments in
the data exist, and this becomes visible in Figure 7d. Here,
the algorithm is still predicting a right turn, but the exit is
not exactly where it was in previous sequences. This bias is
corrected for with slightly more data, as seen in Figure 7e.
C. Ablative Results
The RNN-FL model produced the worst results, matching
scores to that of the CTRA model. This demonstrates the
need to do complete forward path prediction at training time,
instead of using loss on the first time-step. Interestingly, the
differences between the RNN-ZF model and the RNN-FF
model were minimal. This suggests that the single sample
taken at training or inference time that is used as input for
the next time-step for the prediction is not very important.
Taking a single sample for each time-step from a multi-modal
distribution produced a very noisy output, as it effectively
considered the vehicle to be in two modalities at once.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented a method for driver intention
and path prediction with a multi-modal, probabilistic solution.
This is achieved through the use of recurrent neural networks
combined with a mixture density network output function. This
output is passed through a clustering algorithm to produce
a ranked set of possible trajectories, each with uncertainty.
A naturalistic, real-world dataset was taken to validate the
results, resulting in the collection of over 23,000 vehicles
traveling through five different roundabouts. To the author’s
knowledge, this is the largest publicly available dataset of its
kind. The algorithm was tested on 5952 real-world trajectories,
and outperformed all baselines.
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